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The abstract Wiener space, unlike the classical Wiener space, does not possess a
natural notion of time. The introduction of such a notion through a resolution of
the identity on the CameronMartin space associated with the abstract Wiener
space is considered in this paper. The notion of vector fields adapted to this filtra-
tion and causal linear operators are introduced and geometric characterizations of
these notions are derived. The notion of equivalence between two abstract Wiener
spaces endowed with filtrations is defined. It is shown that under some general con-
ditions, every abstract Wiener space endowed with a filtration is equivalent to a
classical Wiener space of a finite or countably infinite collection of independent one-
dimensional Wiener processes. Let u be an adapted vector field and $u the
divergence of u; some sufficient conditions for the exponential integrability of $u are
derived.  1997 Academic Press
I. INTRODUCTION
Let W denote a separable Banach space, B(W) the Borel _-field on W,
and W* will denote the dual of W. Let + be a zero mean Gaussian prob-
ability measure on (W, B(W)), namely for every li # W*, i=1, ..., n, the
map from W into Rn, defined by w [ (l1(w), ..., ln(w)) is zero-mean and
Gaussian. An abstract Wiener space introduced by Gross [4] is the triple
(W, H, +) where W is a separable Banach space, + is a zero mean Gaussian
measure on (W, B(W)), H is a separable Hilbert space which is con-
tinuously and densely embedded in W and
E[exp il(|)]=exp &|l | 2H 2
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(since H/W, W*/H*=H/W ; | } |H denotes the norm induced by H).
Unlike the classical Wiener space there is no intrinsic notion of time in
Wiener space and consequently there are no natural filtrations on this
space. In 1987 A. S. U stu nel [8] suggested the construction of a filtration
on (W, H, +) through a resolution of the identity on H, this will be further
discussed in the next section. Later L. M. Wu [10] considered the
following problem. Let Dp, k(X), where X is a separable Hilbert space,
denote the Sobolev spaces ( p>1, k # Z) of X-valued random variables. Let
{ and $ denote the gradient and divergence operations of Dp, k(R) and
Dp, k(H) respectively. If u is an H-valued random variable in the domain of
$ then
E($u)2=E |u| 2H+E({u, ({u)*) HH=E |u|
2
H+E trace({u)
2.
Let IM($) denote the subset of D2, 0(H) whose elements satisfy
u # Dom $ : E($u)2=E |u| 2H ,
let V be a linear subspace of D2, 0(H) contained in IM($). The question
posed by L.M. Wu was: under what conditions on V is every zero mean
D2, 0 random variable Y representable as
Y=$u, for some u # V.
A sufficient condition was given in [8] and [10] in terms of resolution of
the identity on H. Recently, Zakai and Zeitouni [11] considered the
following problem: when does the Radon-Nikodym derivative for measures
induced by non-adapted shifts (the Ramer formula) look like the Girsanov
formula for adapted shifts (i.e., when is the Carlemen Fredholdom determi-
nant of the Ramer formula equal to one?) and characterized the solution
of their problem by the class of u for which {u(w) is a quasi-nilpotent
(generalized Volterra) operator valued random variable. The relation of
quasi-nilpotent operators to the topic of this paper will be clarified in a
later section.
In this paper we study filtrations on Abstract Wiener space induced by
resolutions of the identity in the CameronMartin space which are defined
as follows. ?=[?t , t # [0, 1]] is a continuous strictly monotone resolution
of the identity in H if
(a) ?t , t # [0, 1] are orthogonal projections
(b) ?0=0, ?1=Id
(c) for t1 , t2 such that 0t1<t21, ?1H/ { ?t2 H.
(d) \h # H, \to # [0, 1], limt  to ?th=?toh.
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All the projections considered in this paper are orthogonal projections and
we will therefore drop the adjective ‘‘orthogonal’’. We will use the terms
resolutions of the identity, or continuous resolutions of the identity, to
denote continuous strictly monotone resolutions of the identity as defined
above. In some cases we will also consider right continuous resolutions of
the identity, i.e. resolutions satisfying (a), (b) and (c$) and (d$) where
(c$) for t1t2 , ?t1 H?t2 H
(d$) \h # H, \to # [0, 1], lim tzto ?th=?toh.
As an introduction to the results presented in this paper, let
[Wt , t # [0, 1]] be the classical one-dimensional Brownian motion and
consider the classical Wiener space as an abstract Wiener space, (W, H, +)
with W=Co([0, 1]) and the supremum norm, and H=[h=
v
0 h$ ds,
10 (h$s)
2 ds<]. Let ?% , % # [0, 1] denote the projections on H defined by
?% h=?% |
v
0
h$s ds=|
v
0
1[0, %](s) h$s ds, h # H.
The natural filtration associated with the Brownian motion Wv is of course,
Ft=_[$(?t h), h # H] where $h=10 h$s dWs and Wt=$(?t h1) and where
h1(t)=t and then Ft=_[W% , %t]. On the other hand consider the
resolution of the identity \t :
\t h=|
v
0
h$(s) 1[(1&t)2, (1+t)2](s) ds.
Then F 1t _[$(\t h), h # H] defines a different filtration on (W, H, +) and
W$t=$(\t h1) is a Wiener process, where h1 is as defined above. Note
however, that F1t {_[W$% , %t]. Define h2 via,
h4 2(s)={ 1, s
1
2
&1, s> 12
,
note that ($(\t h1), $(\th2), t # [0, 1]) is now a two-dimensional Brownian
motion which generates Ft since Ft=_[$(\% h1), $(\%h2), %t]. Therefore,
changing the resolution of the identity adjoined to an abstract Wiener
space may well change the cardinality of the independent Wiener processes
which generate the filtration induced by the resolution of the identity. Note
also the two-parameter collection of filtrations:
\s, t h=|
v
0
1 ((1&s)2, (1+t)2)(%) h$% d%
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generates, through $(\s, th) a Brownian sheet but we will not consider
partially ordered filtrations in this paper.
Let (W, H, +) be an abstract Wiener space, then + defines a cylindrical
probability measure on H. The Banach space W is needed in order to sup-
port a probability measure, and is not essential in the sense that it can be
replaced by any other Banach space provided that H can be densely and
continuously embedded in it and its norm is measurable. Since all infinite
dimensional, separable Hilbert spaces are isomorphic, it follows, in rough
terms, that there is, essentially, only one infinite dimensional Hilbert space
and, essentially, only one infinite dimensional abstract Wiener space; the
origin of concrete species of Wiener spaces stems, therefore, from adding a
filtration to the abstract Wiener space.
The filtration (Ft , t # [0, 1]) induced by a resolution of the identity ? is
considered in the next section, the notions of adapted vector fields i.e.
adapted H-valued random variables and causal linear random operators
taking values in the space of bounded linear operators from H to H are
introduced. Section III presents characterizations of adapted vector fields
and causal transformations. Section IV deals with the relation between the
gradient of adapted H-valued random variables and quasi-nilpotent
operators. Section V deals with the representation of an abstract Wiener
space endowed with a filtration in terms of a finite or countably infinite set
of independent one-dimensional Brownian motions and characterizes the
cardinality of this set. Let u be an adapted H-valued random variable and
$u its divergence. Some conditions for the exponential integrability of $u
are presented in Section VI.
Many of the results of this paper deal with the subspaces of H defined
by a resolution of the identity and the random operator {u where u is an
H-valued random variable. This turned out to be closely related to results
obtained in the late 50’s and 60’s dealing with the theory of non-selfadjoint
operators in Hilbert space. We were helped considerably by the theory
presented in chapters I and V of Gohberg and Krein [3] and chapter II of
Brodski [1].
We conclude this section with the following remark on notation: let
u=F(|) } e and e # X where X is a separable Hilbert space, then:
{u={Fe=( } , {F) H } e i.e., for a # H
{u } a=(a, {F) H } e (or=( ({Fe)*, a) H)={aF } e
and for g # X
({u)* g=(e, g) {F.
Consequently for A from H to H and B from X to X,
B{u } A=(A*{F )B } e. (1)
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II. FILTRATIONS INDUCED BY A RESOLUTION
OF THE IDENTITY
Let (W, H, +) be an abstract Wiener space. Note, first, the following
result:
Lemma 2.1. Let u # D2, 1(H) and let \ be any deterministic projection on
H, then \ and { commute: i.e.
\{u={(\u) a.s. (2)
Proof. It suffices to prove (2) for u=F(|) h, h # H and F # D2, 1 . In
this case {(?u)={F (?h) and on the other hand by (1) ?{u=
{F?h={?u. K
Let ? be a (right) continuous resolution of the identity, introduce the
filtration
Ft=_[$?th, h # H].
Note that Ft is (right) continuous if ? is (right) continuous.
Remark. A filtration Fv in an abstract Wiener space will be said to be
first chaos generated if for every t # [0, 1], h # H, E[$h | Ft] is also in the
first chaos. Therefore if Fv is first chaos generated, then
E($h | Ft)=$(At h),
where At is a bounded linear operator and by the smoothing properties of
conditional expectations for t2>t1 , At2 } At1=At1 . Note also that
E($h } $At g)=(h, At g) H
=E[E($h | Ft) } $At g]
=E $Ath } $g.
It follows that At is self adjoint. Consequently At is a projection and the
class of first chaos generated filtrations coincides with the class of filtrations
introduced in Section II. Examples of non first chaos generated filtrations
follow easily from the results of [9].
We consider now the problem of characterizing random variables F(|)
which are Ft measurable. Note that if F is Ft measurable so is PsF for any
s0, where Ps denotes the OrnsteinUhlenbeck semigroup on W. The
proof of this claim follows directly from Mehler’s formula.
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Proposition 2.1. F # D2, 1 is Ft measurable if and only if {F=?t{F a.s.
Proof. If F # D2, 1 is Ft measurable then there exists a sequence of real
valued smooth functions fn from Rn to R and hn1 , ..., h
n
n # H such that
Fn= fn($?t hni , i=1, ..., n) converges to F in D2, 1 . For Fn we have
{Fn=?t{Fn and {F=?t{F follows. In the converse direction, remark that
it is sufficient to prove that PsF is Ft -measurable for any s>0 where Ps
denotes the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operator. It is easy to see that
{PsF=e&sPs {F
=e&sPs?t {F
=?t e&sPs {F
=?t {Ps F.
Iterating this relation, we obtain
{nPs F=? nt {
nPsF.
Moreover, from the Wiener chaos expansion, we have, for any h # H,
E[PsF(w+h)]= :

n=0
1
n !
(E[{nPsF], hn)
= :

n=0
1
n !
(?nt E[{
nPsF], hn)
=E[PsF(w+?th)].
On the other hand, from the CameronMartin formula,
E[PsF exp $h& 12 |h|
2]=E[PsF(w+h)]
=E[PsF(w+?t h)]
=E[PsF } [exp $h& 12 |h|
2|Ft]],
and this completes the proof since the linear combinations of Wick
exponentials are dense in all the spaces Dp, k . K
Definition 2.1. An H-valued random variable is said to be adapted to
the filtration [Ft , t # [0, 1]] if for every t # [0, 1] and h # H, (u, ?th) H is Ft
measurable. It follows that the class of adapted elements of D2, 1(H) is a
closed linear subspace of D2, 1(H), it will be denoted by H ?a or Ha for short.
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Definition 2.2. Two continuous resolutions of the identity ?1 and ?2
will be said to be equivalent if there exists a continuous and strictly
increasing function *(t), *(0)=0, *(1)=1 such that ?2t =?
1
*(t) for all
t # [0, 1]. Note that u is ?2 adapted if and only if it is ?1 adapted.
From now on, unless otherwise stated, ? will denote a fixed continuous
resolution of the identity. An element in D2, 1(H) will be said to be adapted
and elementary if it is of the form
F(|)(?t2&?t1) h
for some t2>t1 , h # H and F(|) is in D2, 1 and Ft1 measurable. A finite sum
of an adapted and elementary elements of D2, 1(H) will be said to be an
adapted simple element of D2, 1(H).
Lemma 2.2. The class of adapted simple elements of D2, 1(H) is dense in
H ?a the class of adapted elements of D2, 1(H).
Proof. Obviously, the adapted simple elements of D2, 1(H) and their
closure in D2, 1(H) are adapted. In the converse direction, assume that u is
adapted and orthogonal to all the adapted simple random variables then
for all ti # [0, 1] and all Fti measurable F(|) and ti+1>ti
0=E(F(|)(?ti+1&?ti) h, u) H
=E(F(|)( (?ti+1&?ti) h, u) H)
and consequently (?t u, h) is a continuous (Ft) martingale. On the other
hand
E :
i
|( (?ti+1&?ti) u, h) H |=E :
i
( (?ti+1&?ti) u, (?ti+1&?ti) h) H
E( |u|H } |h|H)
and consequently (?tu, h) is a continuous martingale of bounded varia-
tion and therefore zero which completes the proof. K
Remark. Note that the same argument shows also that the class of
simple, adapted elements of D2, 1(H) are dense in the L2-closure of H ?a .
Corollary 2.1. If u # D2, 1(H) is adapted to [Ft , t # [0, 1]] then
[Mt=$(?t u), Ft , t # [0, 1]] is a continuous square integrable martingale
and the continuous quadratic variation function (M, M) t associated to Mt
is given by
(M, M) t=&?t u&2H .
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Proof. The result holds for elementary and simple elements of Ha since
? was assumed to be strongly continuous and extends to Ha by lemma 2
and the closure of the class of continuous square integrable martingales. K
Definition 2.3. Let G(|) be a strongly measurable random variable
taking values in the class of bounded linear transformations on H } G(|)
will be said to be a causal or adapted transformation (with respect to the
filtration F?v induced by ?v) if for every adapted H-valued u(|) # D2, 0(H),
G(|) } u(|) # D2, 0(H) and G(|) } u(|) is also adapted.
Note that if G1 , G2 are causal transformation then so are G1+G2 and
G1 } G2 therefore the class of causal transformations is an algebra.
III. CHARACTERIZATIONS OF ADAPTED VECTOR FIELDS AND
CAUSAL TRANSFORMATIONS
Lemma 2.2 leads to the following geometric characterization of adapted
vector fields:
Proposition 3.1. u # D2, 1(H) is adapted to [Ft , t # [0, 1]] if and only
if, for all t # [0, 1]:
?t } {u=?t } {u } ?t a.s. (3)
or
({u)* ?t=?t({u)* ?t ;
namely, the HilbertSchmidt operator ({u)* is ? stable in the sense that for
every t # [0, 1], ?t } H is an invariant subspace of ({u)*.
Proof. Equation (3) is equivalent to the condition
({h u, ?t e) H=({?thu, ?te) H a.s. (4)
for all e, h # H, t # [0, 1]. This relation holds for adapted elementary and
hence for adapted simple random elements and the result follows by com-
pletion via the last lemma. Conversely, if (4) is not satisfied, then for some
e, h # H, t # [0, 1]
({(?tu, e) , (1&?t) h)H {0
therefore, by proposition 1, {(?tu, e) is not Ft measurable and u  H ?a
which completes the proof. K
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Let A, B be HilbertSchmidt operators on a separable Hilbert space H
and let +i denote the eigenvalues of A } B repeated according to their
multiplicity. As is well known, the sum  +i converges absolutely and
trace(A, B)= +i .
Let ? be a resolution of the identity on H. For every h1 , h2 # H and
t # [0, 1],
S=?t h1  (I&?t) h2 (5)
defines a linear HS operator on H(Sg=(?t h1 , g) } (I&?t) h2) and, let S
denote the collection of all operators of the form (5).
Proposition 3.2. Let A be an HilbertSchmidt operator on H and ? a
resolution of the identity on H then A is ?-stable, i.e. ?t A?t=A?t , if and
only if for every S # S
trace(A, S)=0.
Proof. Note that
trace(A, ?t h1  (I&?t) h2)=trace[(I&?t) h2 A?t h1]
=( (I&?t) h2 , A?t h1) H . (6)
If A is ?-stable then A?th1 = ?t A?t h1 and by (6) trace (A, S) = 0.
Conversely, if trace (A, S)=0 then from (6)
(h2 , A?th1)=(?th2 , A?th1)
=(h2 , ?t A?th1).
Hence, A?th1=?t A?t h1 and A is ?-stable. K
Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 yield immediately the following characterization
of the vector fields adapted to a filtration induced by ?t :
Corollary 3.1. u # D2, 1(H) is adapted to the filtration [Ft , t # [0, 1]]
if and only if
trace(S*, {u)=0
for all S # S.
We turn now to the characterization of causal transformations. The
following lemma will be needed later:
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Lemma 3.1. Let \ be an orthogonal projection on H and F\=_[$\h,
h # H]. Let u(|) # D2, 1(H), then any two of the following three statements
implies the third one:
(i) (u, h) is F\ measurable \h # H
(ii) $u is F\ measurable
(iii) (u, h)=(u, \h) \h # H.
Proof. Applying Proposition 2.1 to (ii) yields
{h($u)=(\ {$u, h)={\h $u
and since {’ $u=${’ u+(u, ’), it follows that (ii) is equivalent to
(ii)a ${hu+(h, u)=${\hu+(\h, u), \h # H.
From (i) and Proposition 2.1 it follows that (i) is equivalent to
({gu, h)=({\gu, h), \h, g # H
or
(i)a {gu={\gu \g # H.
Therefore, (i)a and (ii)a imply (iii), (iii) and (i)a imply (ii)a hence (ii). By
(i)a
${hu=${\h u
or
{h $u&(u, h)={\h $u&(u, \h)
hence by (iii) {h $u={\h $u and (ii) follows by proposition 1. K
Proposition 3.3. If G is an adapted transformation then \t # [0, 1]
?t G?t=?tG.
Proof. ?t Gu=?t G?tu+?t G(I&?t) u. Let u=.(|)(I&?t+=) h and
.(|) is assumed to be an Ft+= measurable r.v. Then u is an adapted vector
field. Therefore
?tGu=.(|) ?tG(|)(I&?t+=) h.
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Consider (?tGu, g), then if (?tGu, g) is not Ft measurable for some g in H then
this contradicts our assumption that G is adapted, therefore we must have
?tG(a)(I&?t+=)=0
and by continuity, =z0
?t G(|)(I&?t)=0. K
The condition ?t G?t=&?tG, \t # [0, 1] is not sufficient to imply that G
is adapted, however we have
Proposition 3.4. If G(|) satisfies that G(|) } u # D2, 0(H) whenever
u # D2, 0(H) and G(|) h is adapted for all non-random h, then ?t G?t=?t G
implies that G is adapted.
Proof. Let u=F(|)(I&?t) h and F(|) is Ft measurable then
(Gu, ?% g)=(?%Gu, ?%g)
=(F(|) ?% G(I&?t) h, ?%g)
=(F(|) ?% G?# (I&?t) h, ?% g).
For %>1, F(|) is also F% hence in this case Gu is Ft adapted, for
%<t, ?% (I&?t)=0 and Gu is again adapted. The result follows since finite
linear combinations of ui=Fi (I&?ti) hi , with Fi being Fti measurable is
dense in the class of adapted vector fields. K
Proposition 3.5. Let G(|) be such that G(|) u(|) # D2, 1(H) whenever
u # D2, 1(H) then G(|) is adapted iff $?t Gu is Ft measurable \ # , \ adapted u.
Proof. If G is adapted then $?t Gu is Ft measured by Corollary 1 of [1].
Conversely, if $?tGu is Ft adapted, since (?tGu, v)=(?t Gu, ?t v), it follows
that (ii) and (iii) of lemma 1 are satisfied. Therefore (?tGu, h)=(Gu, ?t h)
is Ft measurable hence Gu is adapted. K
Remarks. (1) Note that if u # D2, 1(H) is an adapted vector field then {u
is an adapted transformation. (2) If G is an adapted transformation so is
(I+*G)&1&I for any real * provided it operates on D2, 1(H).
IV. QUASI-NILPOTENT OPERATORS
Let A be an HilbertSchmidt or, more generally, a compact operator
from the Hilbert space H to itself. A is said to be quasi-nilpotent or
(generalized) Volterra if limn   |An| 1n=0 and this is equivalent to
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_(A)=0 where _(A) denotes the spectrum of A. The following charac-
terization of quasi-nilpotent operators was derived in [11]: an Hilbert
Schmidt operator A is quasi-nilpotent if and only if Trace (Ak, Ak)HH=0
for all k1. Note that if h1 and h2 are orthogonal then h1 h2 is quasi-
nilpotent. In this context we have the following result:
Lemma 4.1. (i) If u # H ?a then {u and ({u)* are quasi-nilpotent
(ii) If u1 , u2 # Ha then
Trace(({u1)n, ({u2)m)=0 m, n1.
Proof. It is easily verified that for u simple adapted, trace
(({u)k, ({u)k)HH=0 for all k1 and therefore {u and ({u)* are quasi-
nilpotent. The general case follows since if An are quasi-nilpotent and
An  A in the operator norm that A is also quasi-nilpotent [3]. Turning
to the second part: u1+:u2 are also quasi-nilpotent and the result follows
by polarization. K
In proposition 2 of the previous section it was shown that u # D2, 1(H) is
adapted to a filtration Ft induced by a resolution of the identity ?, if and
only if ?t H is an invariant subspace of ({u)* for all t # [0, 1], the relation
of this to the result of lemma 4.1 was clarified in the work I. C. Gohberg and
M. G. Krein [3] and M. S. Brodskii [1] and the authors cited in these books.
Consider, now, the following problem: given u # D2, 1(H), does there
exist a resolution of the identity ? such that u is adapted to the filtration
induced by ?? In view of lemma 4.1, if {u is not quasi-nilpotent a.s. then no
such filtration exists. Turning to the case where {u is a.s. quasi-nilpotent,
we consider first a non-random HilbertShmidt operator A on H which is
quasi-nilpotent. Then A* is also quasi-nilpotent and [1, theorem 15.4] or
[3, p. 15] there exists a right continuous resolution of the identity ? such
that ?tA*?t=A*?t moreover at the points of discontinuity of ?t
(necessarily countable) ?t&?t& is one-dimensional and
(?t&?t&) A(?t&?t&)=0. (7)
Consequently, if u # D2, 1(H) and {u is a.s. quasi-nilpotent, then in general
u induces a random right-continuous resolution of the identity. It may,
however, happen that there exists a non-random right continuous resolu-
tion of the identity ? such that ?t&?t& is at most one-dimensional and
(?t&?t&) {u(?t&?t&)=0, for all t # [0, 1]. As an example of such a case,
let h1 , h2 , ... be a complete orthonormal base for H and let
u(|)= :

n=1
fn($h1 , ..., $hn&1) } hn (8)
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with f1 a non-random constant, fn are assumed to be smooth real-valued
functions of n variables such that u # D2, 1(H). Then {u is easily verified to
be quasi-nilpotent. Moreover let \n denote the projection on the span of
(h1 , ..., hn), then (\n+1&\n) {u(\n+1&\n)=0 a.s., setting
?t=\[tg t?2] ,
where [x] denotes the largest integer in [0, x], ?t is a right continuous
filtration satisfying
?t({u)* ?t=({u)*?t and (?t&?t&) } {u } (?t&?t&)=0.
In this paper we concentrate on continuous filtrations. The example above
indicates that it is of interest to extend the approach of this paper to right
continuous filtrations. We will follow here a different path and will consider
the extension of a right continuous filtration into a continuous filtration.
Let A be a linear operator in H, following [3], a linear operator A on
H #H is called an inessential extension of A if A h=Ah whenever h # H and
A h=0 if h # H H. In this context we have the following result:
Proposition 4.1. [3]: Let ?. be a right continuous resolution of the
identity for which ?t&?t& is either zero or a one-dimensional space. Let A:
be a collection of HilbertShmidt operators satisfying ?tA:?t=A:?t and
(?t&?t&) A:(?t&?t&)=0, for any : and t. Then there exists an inessential
extension H to H and continuous resolution of the identity ?~ v on H such that
?~ t A :?~ t=A :?t .
Remark. This result is, essentially, theorem 3.2. of chapter I of [3] and
the reader is referred to [3] for the proof.
Let Ha=H  H and let Wa be a Banach space such that (Wa, Ha, +a)
is an abstract Wiener space. Then
A =(WW a, HH a, +_+a)
is also an abstract Wiener space. A will be termed (in respect to the notion
of an ‘‘inessential extension of H’’) an inessential extension of
A=(W, H, +).
The following result will be applied in Section VI:
Corollary 4.1. Let A=(W, H, +) be an abstract Wiener space and ?
a right continuous resolution of the identity. If u # D2, 1(H) satisfies
?t {u?t=?t{u a.s. and (?t&?t&) {u(?t&?t&)=0 a.s., then there exists an
inessential extension A of A and an abstract Wiener space (W , H , +~ )
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corresponding to it and a continuous resolution of the identity ?~ on H such
that u has an extension to (W , H , +~ ), denoted u~ with u~ # D2, 1(H ) with the
following properties:
1. ?~ t { u~ ?~ t=?~ t { u~ , i.e. u~ is adapted to the filtration induced by ?~ ,
2. &u~ &H =&u&H u~ -almost surely,
3. $ u~ =$u +~ -almost surely,
where { and $ denote, respectively the Sobolev derivative and the divergence
operators on the abstract Wiener space (W , H , +~ ).
Proof. From proposition 4.1, we have a separable Hilbert space H and
for any fixed w # W, an inessential extension of the HilbertSchmidt
operator {u(w) to H , denoted as [{u(w)] such that [{u(w)]={u(w) b P,
where P denotes the orthogonal projection from H onto H (cf. [3]) and
that
?~ t[{u(w)] ?~ t=?~ t[{u(w)].
Let us denote by H$ the orthogonal complement of H in H and let
(W$, H$, +$) be the abstract Wiener space corresponding to H$. Define u~ on
the product space W =W_W$ as u~ (w, x)=u(w). Then it is easy to see that
{ u~ ={u b P.
Hence we have [{u(w)]={ u~ (w, x) almost surely. Let us now calculate $ u~ :
for any test function F on W and denoting respectively by E$ and E the
expectations with respect to +$ and +$_+, we have
E [$ u~ F ]=|
W
$ u~ (w, x) F (w, x) +$(dx) +(dw)
=|
W
(u~ (w, x), { F (w, x))H +$(dx) +(dw)
=|
W
(u(w), P { F (w, x))H +$(dx) +(dw)
=|
W
(u(w), E$[P { F ])H +(dw)
=|
W
(u(w), {E$[F ])H +(dw)
=|
W
$uE$[F ] d+
=|
W
$uF d+ d+$. K
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V. CONCRETE REPRESENTATIONS OF AN ABSTRACT WIENER
SPACE ENDOWED WITH A FILTRATION
Definition 5.1. (a) For i=1, 2 let H i denote a separable Hilbert
space and ?i a resolution of the identity on Hi. (H1, ?1) and (H2, ?2) will
be said to be equivalent if there exists a unitary transformation T from H1
to H2 such that [T?1t T*, t # [0, 1]] is equivalent to (?
2, t # [0, 1]) in the
sense of definition 2. Note that T?1t T* is equivalent to ?
2
t if and only if
T&1?2t is equivalent to ?
1
t .
(b) Let Ai=(Wi, H i, +i), i=1, 2 be abstract Wiener spaces, and ?i
a resolution of the identity in H i, (A1, ?1) and (A2, ?2) will be said to
be equivalent if (H 1, ?1) and (H2, ?2) are equivalent in the sense of (b)
above.
Note that if (A1, ?1v) is equivalent to (A
2, ?2v) and T?
1
t T*=?
2
t for all t
in [0, 1] then there is an isomorphism I between the Borel sigma fields
F11=B(W
1) and F21=B(W
2) such that F1t and F
2
t are isomorphic under
I for all t in [0, 1].
We will now define a ‘‘concrete’’ Wiener space to be the probability
space induced by r (with r finite or infinite) independent Brownian motions
on [0, 1] and the natural resolution of the identity i.e. the projection on
[0, t] and then we will show that any pair of an abstract Wiener space
and a resolution of the identity of rank r is equivalent to the ‘‘concrete’’
pair.
Consider the following probability space induced by a finite or countably
infinite collection of independent one-dimensional Brownian motions. Con-
sider [mi (t)0, t # [0, 1], iq and q]/L2([0, 1], dt) (for q=,
the sequence :i , iq, will just mean that :1 , :2 , ... is a countable sequence)
and assume that
|
1
0
(mi (s))2 ds=*2i < and :
q
1
*2i <. (9)
Let +B denote the probability measure on the product space on Co([0, 1])q
induced by
Wi=|
v
0
mi (s) dBi (s), (10)
where the Bi are independent standard Brownian motions. We will call this
probability space the (concrete) q dimensional Wiener space. In order to
consider this space as an abstract Wiener space, set
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W=(W1, W2, ..., Wi } } } ), iq
Wi # Co([0, 1]) (11)
|Wi|=sup
t
|Wi (t)| and &W&=sup
i
|Wi|.
Then [W] under the norm & }& is a Banach space. Prob[&W&<]=1:
Prob[sup
t
|Wi (t)|>a]=2? |

a*i
e&x22 dx
2? |

a*i
xv*i
a
e&x22 dx=2?
*i
a
e&12(a*i)2.
Therefore,
Prob[sup
t, i
|Wi (t)|>a]=1& ‘
r
i=1
Prob[sup
t
*i |Bi (t)|a]
1& ‘
1
i=1 \1&
2
?
*i
a
e&12(a*i)2+.
Let ’N(a)=>Ni=1(1&- 2? *i ae&12(a*i)
2
). Note that ’N(a) converges as
N  , since ’N decreases with N. Moreover, the limit ’(a) is not zero
since (*i a) e&(a*i)
22<. We want to show that ’(a)  1 as a  .
Since for a fixed, the infinite product ’(a)=limN ’N(a) converges to a non-
zero limit, there exists an no such that %no(a)=>

no (1&- 2? *i 
ae&12(a*i)2)>1&=. Since ’n(a) and %n(a) are non decreasing in a we can
find an a1a such that for b>a1a, ’no(b) } %no(b)=’(b)(1&=)
2 and
’(b)  1 follows.
Let Hi be the separable Hilbert space generated by
{v(t), t # [0, 1] : |
1
0
(v* (t) mi (t))2 dt<=
and let Ho denote the separable Hilbert space generated by
v

(t)={
v1(t)
v2(t)
b (2)
vi(t)
b
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under the norm
|v

| 2Ho=:
q
1
|
1
0
(v* i (t) mi (t))2 dt<. (13)
For later reference we denote by ?ot the natural resolution of the identity
on H o:
?ot v
(s)={v (s),v

(t),
st
s>t.
From the assumption that  *2i < it follows that & }& as defined above is
a measurable seminorm and consequently by the theorem of Gross
([W], H o, +) is an abstract Wiener space. This abstract Wiener space,
together with its natural filtration is now defined to be a concrete r-dimen-
sional Wiener space, and if a concrete Wiener space is equivalent to an
abstract Wiener space, the concrete Wiener space will be said to be a
realization of the abstract space.
Let H be any separable Hilbert space and ?=[?t , t # [0, 1]] a con-
tinuous resolution of the identity in H. Following [3] and [1] we define
the notions of reproducing subspace, and rank associated with ? as follows.
Definition 5.2. The subspace G/H is said to be reproducing for ? if
the linear span of [?t h : t # [0, 1], h # G] is dense in H. The smallest of the
dimensions of all the reproducing subspaces is called the rank of ?. A
system of vectors is called reproducing if the closure of its linear span is a
reproducing subspace.
Theorem 5.1. Let A=(Wa, Ha, +) be an abstract Wiener space and ?a
a resolution of the identity of rank r (which may be ) on H a, then (A, ?a)
is equivalent to a concrete r-dimensional Wiener space.
Two forms of the proof of this result will be given.
Proof A. Let h1, ..., hq be a reproducing system for ?a which we can
suppose, without loss of generality, linearly independent. Let L2 denote
the linear space of continuous L2 martingales spanned by
[&it : &
i
t=$(?
a
t h
i), t # [0, 1], i=1, 2, ..., q].
By theorem 4.1 of Kunita and Watanabe [5] there exists a bounded linear,
invertible and deterministic transformation A=[aij] and n
i
t=j a
i
j &
j
t are
orthogonal martingales (for i{ j, (nit } n
j
t ; t # [0, 1]) is an L
1-martingale).
Moreover, by theorem 1 of Davis and Varaiya [2], A can be chosen so
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that (n j) v is absolutely continuous with respect to (ni)v whenever i< j.
Set
gi=: aij h
j
then gi is also a reproducing system for ?a and we may assume, without
loss of generality, that i &gi&2Ha<. Note that
nit=$(?
a
t g
i)
are orthogonal martingales and consequently [gi, i=1, 2, ...] are
orthogonal elements in Ha. Note that (n1) t need not be absolutely con-
tinuous with respect to the Lebesque measure, however we can replace t by
a properly chosen (t) so that (n1) (t)=t } (n1) 1 and then all the
(ni) (t) , i1 will be absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesque
measure. Consequently
ni(t)=|
t
0
mi (s) dBis (14)
where Bi } } } are independent Brownian motions, m1(t)=- (ni) t and
|
t
0
(mi (s))2 ds=(ni) (t) i=2, 3, ....
Let .(t), t # [0, 1] be the inverse function to (t), i.e. (.(t))=t, and set
T?at g
i=|
v
0
1[0, .(t)](s) m(s) ds. (15)
Then T is a unitary transformation from Ha to H o and (A, ?a) is equiv-
alent to the concrete Wiener space defined by (14).
Proof B. Given (A, ?a), let hi , ..., hi , ..., iq be a reproducing system
for Ha, the hi are assumed to satisfy the normalization condition
q1 &hi&2Ha=1. Let .(t)= (?at hi, hi) Ha . Set (t)=inf[% : .(%)=t], then
i (?~ thi, hi) Ha=t, where ?~ t=?a(t) . Now, ? is said to be absolutely con-
tinuous if (?t f, g) Ha is absolutely continuous for all f, g # Ha and a
representation system associated with a resolution ? is said to be fully
orthogonal if (?thj , hk)Ha=0 for k{ j. By lemmas 23.1 and 23.2 of [1],
there exists a fully orthogonal and absolutely continuous representation
system h i , i=1, 2, ... associated with ?~ . Define mi (t) via
(?~ t h i, h i) Ha=|
t
0
(mi (s))2 ds (16)
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and mi (t)0. Then
:
q
1
|
1
0
(mi (s))2 ds=1
and setting
yit=$(?~ th
i)
then yit , t # [0, 1] are r Gaussian martingales with increasing functions
(yi) t=|
t
0
(mi (s))2 ds
satisfying the orthogonality condition (yi, y j)t=0 i{ j, t # [0, 1]. Conse-
quently yit=
t
0 m
i (s) dBi (s) where the Bi are independent Brownian
motions. Equation (16) defines the unitary transformation
T?~ t h i=|
v
0
1[0, t](s) mi (s) ds
and the equivalence of (A, ?at ) with the concrete r-dimensional Wiener
space (W, ?~ t) follows. K
Let [di , i=1, 2, ..., r] denote the supports of the measures mit dt on
[0, 1], i.e. the closure of [t : mi (t){0], then d1=[0, 1] and di+1 di . The
collection [di , i=1, 2, ..., r] may be called the spectral signature of (A, ?)
and it follows immediately from theorem 5.1 that:
Corollary 5.1. If (A1 , ?1v) and (A2 , ?
2
v) have the same spectral
signature then they are equivalent.
VI. ON THE EXPONENTIAL INTEGRABILITY OF
$u FOR SOME CLASSES OF u
Let u be in the domain of the divergence $, conditions under which
E[exp : $u]< are of interest and importance in problems associated
with absolutely continuous transformations of measure and other
problems. In this section we apply the results of the previous sections to
derive two sufficient conditions for the exponential integrability of $u and
an example.
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Proposition 6.1. Let ?=[?t , t # [0, 1]] be a right continuous resolu-
tion of the identity, assume that u(|) # D2, 1(H) satisfies ?t {u?t=?t {u and
for any point t of discontinuity of ?
(?t&?t&) } {u } (?t&?t&)=0
then (a)
E exp $uE12 exp 2 &u&2H . (17)
and (b) E exp12 &u&
2
H< implies that
E exp $u& 12 &u&
2
H=1. (18)
Proof. Assume, first, that ? is strongly continuous, then by corollary 1,
Mt=$(?tu) is a continuous square integrable martingale. Therefore,
E exp $?tu=E exp(M) t } exp(Mt&(M) t)
E 12 exp 2(M) t } E 12(2Mt& 12(2M) t)
E 12 exp 2(M) t
which proves (17) under the assumption that ? is strongly continuous
and in this case part b is just Novikov’s condition. The general case of a
right-continuous resolution ? follows from the continuous case by
corollary 4.1. K
For the next result, we need the notion of weak multiplicity associated
with T|=|+v(|) where v is an H-valued random variable. This notion
is defined as follows [7]: A process v # L2(T_0) is called elementary if for
some integer N, v is expressible as
v= :
N
i=1
i ($h1 , ..., $hn) } hi
where hi is a complete orthonormal base on H and  : RN  R is con-
tinuously differentiable and  together with its first derivatives are of poly-
nomial growth. Let u # D2, 1(H), then u is said to be weakly one-to-one if
u can be approximated in D2, 1(H) by elementary process vn for which the
mapping Tn|=|+vn(w) is one-to-one. Mu(w) can be said to be the weak
multiplicity associated with u if u can be approximated in the D2, 1(H)
norm by elementary processes vn for which the random variable Mn(|)=:
the cardinality of T &1n [|], converges a.s. to a r.v. Mu(|) which is called
the weak multiplicity associated with u(|).
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Proposition 6.2. Let u # D2, 1(H), assume that {u is a.s. quasi-nilpotent.
Let n2(|) denote the weak multiplicity of T|=|+2u(|) and assume that,
a.s. n2(|)N for some N<, then
E exp $uN12E 12 exp 2 &u&2H (19)
Proof.
E exp $u=E[exp &u&2H } exp($u&&u&
2
H]
E 12N exp 2 $u } E 12
1
N
exp \$2u&12 &2u&2H+.
Now, since {u is quasi-nilpotent, the CarlemanFredholm determinant of
(I+{u) equals 1 ([11]). Therefore, by [7, Theorem 7.1]
EN&1 exp $2u& 12 &2u&2H1
and the result follows. K
Remarks. (a) [7, Theorem 7.1], on which the proof above is based is
not true as stated and two corrections are needed in order to correct it. The
first one being that Mu(|)0 in the statement of the theorem denotes the
weak multiplicity function. The second correction being that Mu(|) and
Mv(|) in equation (7.2) and throughout the proof should be replaced by
Mu(w& u d+) and Mv(|& u d+) respectively. These two corrections
make the theorem valid.
(b) Let W 1t be the one-dimensional Brownian motion, Ft=_(W
1
% ,
%t) and T|=|+v0 ’s ds with 
1
0 ’
2
s ds< a.s. and ’v is adapted to the
filtration Fv. Approximating ’s by
’~ s={0,’s&= ,
s=
s>=
and further approximating ’~ s by smooth adapted approximations yields
that N=1 in this case and the same holds for the general r-dimensional
concrete Wiener space, defined by (9), (10), (11) and TWi=
Wi+v0 m
i
s’
i
s ds. Consequently for the concrete r-dimensional case as well
as any pair (A, ?) equivalent to it, N=1.
Example. As an example of the application of the above results; con-
sider the process defined by equation (8)
u(|)= :

i=1
fi ($h1 , ..., $hi&1) hi ,
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where [h1 , h2 , ...] is a complete orthonormal base on H. In this case we
may apply either proposition 6.1 or proposition 6.2 to show that
E exp $uE exp 2 :

i=1
f 2i ($h1 , ..., $hi&1). (20)
In order to apply proposition 6.1, let [t] denote the largest integer in
[0, t], set
?t h= :
[t]
i=1
(u, hi)H hi
then ?=[?t , t # [0, 1]] is a right continuous resolution of the identity
and for any k1, (?k&?k&)h=(h, hk) } hk . Therefore the conditions of
proposition 6.1 are satisfied and (20) follows. In order to apply proposition
6.2 to this example, note that
w+u(|)= :

i=1
;i hi
= 

i=1
($hi+ fi ($h1 , ..., $hi&1)) hi .
Given ;1 determines uniquely $h1 and given ;1 , ;2 , ... and $h1 , ..., $hi&1
determines uniquely $hi . Therefore T|=|+2u(|) is invertable and
replacing fi ($hi , ..., $hi&1) by smooth approximations yields that T| is
weakly one-to-one and (20) follows from proposition 6.2.
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